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Abstract

This work aim to define a low cost and low time-
consuming viable alternative for natural overburden
correction. Natural overburden is a common
displacement observed in sonic and density well
logs. Well log data was drilled in Parana Sedimentary
Basin. In density channel two tests were performed.
First test indicates averages error of 1.24−15 and
second tests performs correction with average error
of 1.0071−15 . Difference between original density and
calculated density channel was 0.0844g/cm3. Tests
indicates a feasible methodology for overburden
stress correction.

Introduction

Natural overburden stress is a resulting force, in a stress
field acting under a cubic sample of soil or rock, which
gradually increases in direction, module and magnitude
towards the center of mass of the planet Earth as the
exploration depth increases.

Effects of overburden pressure on porosity and
permeability lies mainly in clay minerals by reducing
primary porosity and generating secondary porosity. The
impact on clay minerals is interesting and extremely
important due to the existence of chemical and mechanical
compaction.

Chemical compaction results in an increase in the
kinematic speed of the cation exchange in aqueous
solution in the presence of a field of stresses and
temperatures greater than 80 and 100 ºC and at depths
greater than 2-4 km, in sedimentary basins (Meade, 1966).

Mechanical compaction changes in the eletroacoustic
properties of the main clay minerals. Smectite and kaolinite
can be peeled as the main clay minerals. Clay minerals
such as illite, chlorite and etc., do not have a large cation
exchange capacity and small surface area. Smectite is the
finest clay mineral found in nature and has a high cation
exchange capacity and a large area, while kaolinite has
coarser grains and a low cation exchange capacity is a
smaller useful area (Mesri and Olson, 1971) and (Rieke
and Chilingarian, 1974) apud (Mondol et al., 2007).

Many strategies of natural overburden effect correction has
been published over the years as in classical works of
Hottmann et al. (1965) and Eaton (1972). Eaton et al.

(1975) defines fours equations that corrects geopressure
by calculating directly from resistivity, conductivity and
sonic travel-time measurements plots. Jesswein et al.
(2018) uses genetic algorithm to correct overburden effect.

We propose a methodology that corrects overburden effect
by calculating a Φ function by predicting the best set of
angular and linear coefficients, taking the origin of the
Cartesian coordinate system [x,z] or two sets specific
ordered pairs called top and bottom (x1,z1) and (x2,z2).

Method

We validate this methodology by applying in real well log
data drilled in Parana Sedimentary Basin, south portion of
Brazil. Two strategies have been applied. First strategy we
apply correction all across the well. In a second strategy
we have specify the top and bottom depth that we want to
correct predict.

Mathematical considerations

Let be d represent N measures of physical properties in
a well logging data, where d = [x1,x2,x3, . . . ,xn]. Depth or
vector p = [z1,z2,z3, . . . ,zn] is not necessarily physical data,
but it does carry information about the geometry.

We assume a model in which the overload adjustment
function S is a linear function of the type S = az+ b. The
coefficients (a, b) form the parameter model of the problem,
m = [ab]T . And according to this model, each property
observation must satisfy Si = azi +b. In a sense that,

S1 = az1 +b

S2 = az2 +b

S3 = az3 +b

...

Sn = azn +b (1)

Equation 1 can be rewritten in the matrix form as d = Gm.

S =
[

∂S
∂a

∂S
∂b

][a
b

]
(2)

Equation 2 first term, G, is know as matrix kernel matrix,
sensitivity matrix or Jacobean matrix. Jacobin matrix
is assembled by partially deriving from the geophysical
functional parameters. This is a well posed problem in
which the rank of the matrix is equal to the number of
parameters of the problem. Matrix G is composed of
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linearly independent vectors. Values of the columns of the
sensitivity matrix must be non-zero.

G =
[

∂S
∂a

∂S
∂b

]


S1
S2
...

SN

 =


x1 1
x2 1
... 1

xN 1


[

a
b

]

Least squares solution parameters vector m

By taking matrix equation d = Gm, we have

GT d = GT Gm

mest = (GT G)−1GT d (3)

By multiplying G matrix by its transpose the outcome result
is an identity matrix. Matrix division indicated by the
negative exponent of the term (GT G)−1. By isolating vector
m we can now calculate mest , in equation 3.

All tests performed on RHOB channel.

Results

Several authors such as Glover (2003) and Nweke et al.
(2016) called into question about how bulk density have it
true value changed under overburden pressure influence.
Sen et al. (2017) has already noted an inconsistency with
Overburden Gradient (OBG) calculated from four differently
computed shallow densities.

In an attempt to do RHOB channel correction, we first have
applied our methodology in all bulk density data channel.
This procedure was chosen because it is one of the most
practical and feasible ways to correct channel for all data
points. A total of 13431 samples were selected for this first
test.
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Figure 1: First approach chosen to overburden correction.
Green line represent φ estimated data. Red line presents
the original data. Blue line represents the best calculated
parameters sets.

Figure 1 indicates that by having applied the numerical
overburden stress correction in all data points we have
rotated the original data. It can be observed by a
displacement of the top and bottom parts of the calculated
channel φ in relation to original channel. Mean error
indicates an average of 1.24×10−15.

For the second test we opted for chose a small sample
size. we have created a target limited by a top and a bottom
layers. The sample was selected and subdivided in a top

layer of depth 1400 m and bottom layer of depth 1750 m
and a total of 2296 samples.
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Figure 2: Second approach for overburden correction of a
specific target with top depth of 1400m and bottom depth
of 1750m. Green line represent φ estimated data. Red line
presents the original data. Blue line represents the best
calculated parameters sets

Figure 2 show the windowed data sampled. We observed
also a rotation of the fitted curve in relation to the top and
the bottom data points. Mean error indicates an average of
1.01×10−15 for all channel.

For better observe how windowed data fits in relation to
complete data set we have analysed all the 13431 samples.
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Figure 3: Second approach for overburden correction with
all 13431 samples. Red box represents the 2296 data
corrected. Red line presents the original data. Green line
represents data misfit.

In figure 3 indicates the behavior of corrected data
displacement. True densities means indicates averages of
2.57g/cm3 and calculated density means indicates average
of 2.49g/cm3. Average density means present 0.084g/cm3

of an average displacement.

Conclusions

This method represents a low cost and low time-consuming
viable alternative for natural overburden correction.
However, it indicates a limitation with the linear fit and
rotation observed in the corrected data.

First set of analyses investigated behavior of corrected data
in relation to the original RHOB channel. RHOB calculated
channel shows a rotational displacement by calculating
data through fitting a straight line. Straight line calculated
by inversion of the best set of parameters clearly creates a
tendency in calculated data. It is clearly a disadvantage.

In order to minimize the effect of rotational displacement
we have conduct a second test. Second test indicates
lower values for error comparative to first test. As expected
rotational displacement also occurs despite creating a
window target for well log data set. Despite rotational
displacement occurred by windowing data set sample
we could minimize mean error comparatively to the first
test. We have concluded that constructed small window
samples the error and the rotational displacement is
minimized.
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Figure 4: Figure (e) indicates original channel with no correction. Figure (f) indicates corrected RHOB channel.
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